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The showdown has arrived.
The Ohio Valley Conference championship and an autotnatic
bid to the NCAA 1-AA Playoffs is on the line Saturday when
the eighth-ranked Murray State football team (8-0, 6-0 OVC)
hosts ruth-ranked Eastern Kentucky (7-1, 5-0 OVC).
"Now it's the big one," said head coach Houston Nutt. "(EKU
coach) Roy Kidd is a legend. and all they do is reload. They've
got a great program.
Their defense is the fastest you've ever seen, and you can't
give them anything."
A win by the Racers would clinch the OVC crown - Murray
State's sixth and the first since 1986 - as the Racers would
bold the head-to-head tiebreaker over the Colonels. The
Colonels own the series record 31-19-4, winning the last eight
contests including last year's 49-13 win in Richmond.
Many of the players are hungry for a win over their longtime rival, winner of 18 conference championships and two
1-AA titles, especially seniors Ramon Okoli and Chris Dill,
who missed last year's matchup with a torn anterior cruciate
ligament in his right knee.
"Obviously, it would be a great reward for the team to win a
championship," said Dill, a placekicker from Murray who was
named as the OVC Special Teams Player of the Week after
scoring 15 points in a 45-14 win over Tennessee Tech
Saturday in Cookeville. "A lot of the guys have been here a
long time, and this is what we've been working for. We're
ready for the challenge. n
"The stakes are very, very high," said Okoli, a defensive
tackle ·from Little Rock, Ark. who was the Racers' defensive
player of the week following his five-tackle performance

Racers Remain
at 8th Ranking
Although Murray St ruined Tennessee
Tech's homecoinlng last weekend with a
45·14 annihilation In Cookeville, the
Racers kept the 8th spot in the 0.1 AA poll.
MSU's next opponent, Eastem Kentucky,
moved up to the 5th postion: Here Is the
rest of the poll:
Record Prv

1. McNeese St. (80)
2. Appalachian St. (7)
3. Troy St. (1)
4. Delaware (2)
5. Eastern Kentucky
6. Stephen F. Austin
7. Marshall

8-o-o
8-0-0
9·0·0
8·0·0
7-1-0
7-1·0
6-2·0
8. Murray St.
8 -0·0
9. Hofstra
9-0-0
10. Montana
6-2-0
11. Northam Iowa
6·2·0
12. Southern
7-1-0
13. Northern Arizona
7·2-0
14. Florida A&M
7·1·0
15. Eastern Illinois
7-1-0
16. Richmond
6-1·1
7-2·0
17. Indiana St.
18. William & Mary
6·3·0
19. Jackson St.
6·2·0
20. Northwestern (La.) 6-3-0
21. James Madison
6·3·0
22. Georgia Southern 5-3-0
23. Rhode Island
6·2·0
24. Boise St.
5·3·0
6-2-0
25. Connecticut

2
4
5
6
3
7
8
9
10
11
12
16
17
18

19
22
20
23
14
15
13
~

25
21

Source: The Sports Networl<

Committee formed to review
general education requirements
"We've talked about the general underlying assumptions about general education
at Murray State," he said. "I think we've
identified that one of the guidelines we will
be using is the chara~eristics of what we
say a Murray State graduate should be.
"Now, we will go back and look to see if
the courses we are teaching prepare these
individuals to be that type of graduate.
"Clearly, every course is not going to
equal those characteristic requirements,"
he added. "But we are going to see that
these individual's preparation is such that,
come commencement, they meet the necessary characteristics."
Even though certain guidelines and
goals have been set, Malinauskas said the
committee is still in the preliminary stages
of its mission.

Bv Scan NANNEY
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Families welcomed
STAfF REPORT

lier. These discussions are designed to elic·
it faculty views regarding the school's general education requirements.
"This is an opportunity for the committee
to sit down and listen to faculty members
voice their point of views relative to general education requirements," Malinauskas
said.
will provide the committee with a
broad-based knowledge of what our colleagues are thinking."
While some changes could be made,
Malinauskas said he looks at the committee as a way of helping fine-tune a system
that is already in good shape.
"I try to avoid the word change," he said.
"I prefer to use t~e word adju~tment. It is
really .a fine-tumng of what lS g~nerally
rec~g;mzed as a
comprehens1Ve and
positive program.

As the University heads into the next
century, the administration has formed a
committee to review its general education
requirements in order to obtain one of its
main goals - providing students with a
well-rounded education.
Committee
chairman
Mark
Malinauskas, director of Murray State's
honors program, said the group is comprised of 22 members of the campus community.
"The committee is devised of individuals
who represent various colleges and various
individual
groups
on
campus,"
Malinauskas said.
"The president and provost felt that it was
appropriate at this point in time that we
Malinauskas said he expects the commit''We're still in the process of formulating
give a thorough look at our program to see
tee
to have a report ready by mid April.
the
questions,"
he
said.
"We
want
to
think
how well we are preparing our students."
about
the
way
in
which
our
courses
are
Through its first two meetings,
"The process could be a very lengthy one,
Malinauskas said the committee has iden- providing individuals with communication but we don't want it to be," he said. "We're
tified its challenges, and discussed the skills."
not reinventing the wheel. We've already
characteristics a college graduate should
The committee plans on hosting three got a model in place. It is now a matter of
faculty forums, two of which were held ear- looking at that model and fine-tuning it."
have.
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The University Center Board (UCB) kick$ off three days of
attivities today designed to .allow students' families to become
more familiar with the aspects of college life.
"(This weekend) will provide the opportunity for professors
and staff to become better acquainted with each member of
the students' families and to e~oy together the grand academic and social en vironment of an American college
weekend,"
said
Weekend Schedule
University President Kern
FFUDAY
Alexander.
7:30p.m. Mr. MSU Pageant,
Lovett Auditiorium
Family Weekend kicked
SATURDAY
off this morning with fam11:30 a.m. Famil)' Appraciation
Meet Coach Gotfried
ilies being invited to
Racer Al908
attend classes with stunoon
12
Tailgate party at stadium
dents and experience
1:30 p.m. MSU vs,'EKU at stadium
classroom activities.
5:30 p.m. Soup and sandwich
Curris Center Ballroom
A host of other events 7 p.m.
Vic Henley, comedian
Curris Center Ballroom
have been planned for
tonight, Saturday and
Sunday.
Special Events Chairperson, Tricia Richerson, said this
weekend offers a wonderful opportunity for families to "feel
the warmth and spirit here at Murray State and also have an
entertaining visit with their student."
Richerson also said the UCB is proud to continue the tradition of Family Weekend and extends a special invitation for
all families to join in the fun.

A look to the future

Here is a representation of the long-awaited Regional Special Events
Center. When completed sometime in June of 1997, the new $20.65
million, 200,000 square foot, multi-sport arena will contain some
8,300 seats. The center is also expected to house a variety of recreational facilities.
After months of bidding, construction began on the center earlier this
semester. Construction crews are now concentrating on getting the
project out of the ground before winter.

News

Restrooms
Upper Level Concourse
Playing Floor
Source: Facilities Management

Chad E. Holder/Graphics Editor

Keep MSU beautiful
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handful of students have started
edicating their time
help maintain a
er campus.

Don't touch that dial ...
Daytime television is quickly
becoming a point of
debate around the
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Sports

College Life

Crowding the net
did not break their attendance record, but
the volleyball team
still beat UT-Martin.
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Surfing the Internet

WEEK IN PREVIEW

"Testing the Water: How to Surf the Internet" is a one-hour
demonstration to walk users through the steps of loading and
using MCI software to connect to the Internet.
Workshops meet from 7 to 8 p.m. on participants choice of the
following Monday evenings: Oct. 30. Nov. 6, 13 and 20.
"Surfin' the Net Like a Pro" is a workshop where participants
begin to send and receive e-mail, connect to gopher sites and
learn to use the world-wide web.
Workshops meet from 7 to 9 p.m. on Tuesday evenings: Nov. 7,
14 and 21.
The workshops will be held in the Collins Center for Industry
and Technology.
To register for workshops or for additional information about
the workshops. call the Office of Community Education, 207
Collins Center, at 762-2160.

Friday, November 3
•Pool champion · Nick Varner, four time world billiard, two time
U.S. op~n pool champion, 7 p.m .. Curris Center Gameroom.
Sponsored by the Curris Center.
•Pageant - The annual Mr. MSU Pageant, 7:30p.m., in Lovett
Auditorium.
•Country Dancing - Learning country dancing. 7:30 to 9 p.m ..
Long John Silver's, Curris Center. No charge. Open to the public.
•Theater Production - MSU Theater presents "Lend Me A Tenor"
by Ken Ludwig, 8 p.m., Robert E. Johnson Theater. For ticket information call762-6797.

Saturday, November 4
•Men 's Breakfa~t ·Speaker: Coach Mark Gottfned, 8 a.m. First
Presbyterian Church. 16th and Main , Murray, donations accepted.
•Comedian ·Vic Henley, 7 p.m., Curris Center Ballroom.
•Theater Production · MSU Theater presents •Lend Me A Tenor."
For ticket information call 762·6797.

Folk art
"Generations of Kentucky-An Exhibition of Folk Art, with
Photographs by Guy Mendes" will be on display Nov. 3 through
Dec. 15 at the Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery.
· Garland and Minnie Adkins, featured artists in the exhibition,
will visit the gallery on Nov. 14.
Approximately 90 pieces of art are included in the exhibition
accompanied by Mendes' photographs of each of the families of
the artist.
From 2:30 to 4 p.m., the Adkinses will demonstrate their carving technique and share their story with area residents in the
community room of the Calloway County Public Library.
Later that evening, a reception will be held in their honor in
the Eagle Gallery from 6:30 to 8 p.m. Faculty, staff, students
and community members are invited to attend both the demonstration at the library and the gallery reception.
The exhibition is organized by the Kentucky Art and Crafts
Gallery.

.

Annual holiday open house
The Murray Calloway County Chamber of Commerce will
begin lhe holiday season by hosting the Annual Christmas Open
House on Sunday, Nov. 12,
John Williams, Executive Vice President of the Murray
Calloway County Chamber of Commerce, encourages everyone
to support Murray and Calloway County merchants during this
1995 shopping season. "The hours will be different at each business, but as a general rule, the stores are usually open from one
until five p.m.; however, this year there are a few who will open
from 12:30 to 5:30 p.m."
All different areas of Murray and Calloway County will be
participating in this event. For more information on the open
house call the Commerce Center at 753-5171, Monday-Friday
7:30a.m-4:30p.m., and Saturdays 8:30-10:30 a.m.

Sunday, November 5
•Catholicism Curiosity · Have all your questions about
Catholicism answered, 7 p.m., Newman House. For more information call 759·2228.

Monday, November 6
•Notice· Advanced registration begins.
Danny Vovvi'II/Photo Editor

Ell Woodie, age one. takes a break in front of Faculty Hall
Thursday. Woodie travelled from Berea to visit the campus.

Retail management internship
The GAP clothing company is offering cooperative education
opportunities to all communicatioM, public relations, manage·
ment, fashion merchandising, organizational communications
and marketing majors.
This is a paid work study program for juniors and fifth year
seniors. Applicants must have a strong commitment to exploring
a retail career, have previous involvement in extracurricular
activities that demonstrate leadership and organization skills,
show a willingness to assume responsibility and have excellent
communication skills.
The deadline for applications is Nov. 8, 1995. On-campus
interviews will be Nov. 9. The job begins in the spring of 1996.
The program works around full-time class schedules and
emphasizes school as an applicant's number one priority.
Call the career service office to schedule an interview. You are
welcome to go by their office located at 210 Ordway Hall or call
762-2907.

Seniors
November 11th, 1995 (2p.m.-7p.m.)
Holiday Inn Select - Briley Parkway
2200 Elm Hill Pike
Nashville, Tennessee
Six Flags Over Mid-America Is looking to hire singers, actors,
stunt performers and dancers for a variety of shows for the
1996 Season ranging from Musical Dinner Theatre to Stunt
Comedy. Salary ranges are $300-$500 per week. based on a
5 day work week. Open call audition with no registration after
7:00p.m. Singers prepare 4 songs (Pop/Rock, Broadway,
Countsy and 1 of choice) each limited to 1 minute.
Actors/Stunt Performers prepare a 1 minute comedic
monologue. Dancers prepare a 1 minute jazz routine. Actors
and Dancers who sing should prepare 2 song selectlons. An
accompanist wtll be available and taped accompaniment may
be used if there are no accompanying voices on the tape. No
a cappeUa auditions please. Callbacks will be held Sunday,
November 12th, 9a.m.-3p.m.
for More Info, caD (J14) 931-JJOO bt.l70
Six Flags Is en Equal Opportunity EmploYtf
0 199S SIX FlAGS TMEME. ,AIUCS,IH(.
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You will need it - get it now
Join the growing number of your classmates
who stay for graduate study at Murray State
and give yourself a better opportunity for:
1.
2.

A higher beginning salary thet Is
compounded throughout your career
Greater flexibility and more rapid
career advancement
Contact your departmental graduate coordinator or
call th~ graduate admissions office at 762-3756 for
details.
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Fax..... . ........................762-3175
EDITORS, MANAGERS

Ed1tor In chief ............Jonathan Oliver
Managing editor.................Tom Kimmel
College Life editor ...............Mandy Wolf
Sports editor............ .. ....Mike Ohstrom
Photography editor .......... Danny Vowell
GraphiCS editor .................Chad Holder
Ad manager_.......
.Kelly Mcintire
Ad production ........_ Jennifer DeMarsh
Business manager
Michele Marin
Viewpoint edrtor........ Michael Johnson
MEMBERSHIPS
This newspaper is a member of
Associated Collegiate Press. Columbia
Scholastic Press Association, Kentucky
Press Association, and Kentucky
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The Murray State News Is distnbuted
free to students. faculty and staff during
the rail and spring semesters. Newspapers
should be available by 9 a.m on Fridays at
the following bulld1ngs on campus
Curris Center, Winslow Cafeteria. Wells
Hall, Sparks Hall, Wilson Hall. Business
Building, Faculty Hall. Blackburn Science,
Flne Arts, Stewart Stadium, Physical Plant,
Mason Hall, Waterfield Library. Industry
and TectHiology Center, Ordway Hall and
Lowry Center.

Award program· All-Greek Assembly and Order of Omega recognition, 7 p.m., Lovett Auditorium.

Thursday, November 9
•Recital - Senior Recital, Christopher Rettie, saxophone, 8 p.m ..
Farrell Recital Hall. Public invited. No admission charge.
•Theater Production- MSU Theater presents "Lend Me A Tenor,"
8 p.m. Robert E. Johnson Theater. For ticket information call 7626797.

We wish the
Best of luck
to
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With AM1500
&
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With Mr. MSU
LOVE, MSU SORORITIES

ASpecial I0" Decorated Cookie
$6 Each.
Please Order At Least One Day In
Advance.

Fnends and alumni may subscribe to
The Murray State News by contact1ng Joe
Hedges at 762·2998 or Orvtlle Herndon at
762·4491 . A one year subscnption is $10
payable In advance.

PRINTING

J

Wednesday, November 8

SUGAR CUBE

OFF.CAMPUS
SUBSCRIPTIONS

Thts newspaper IS printed on recycled
newsprint at The Murray Ledger & Times.
1001 Whllnell Ave .. Murray, Ky 42071.
Photolithography work appearing in
The Murray State News is produced by
Lila McCuiston at Murray State
Universtty's Printmg Serv~ces.

Tuesday, November 7
•Help Session · All-state Band Help Session, 6:30 p.m .. Farrell
Recital Hall.
•Fellowship • Singing, sharing and snacking, 7 to 8:30 p.m.,
Presbyterian Church.
•AERho Auction · National Broadcasting Society/Alpha Epsilon
Rho annual TV auction, 7 to 11 p.m., (thru Nov. 9) TV studios, 6th
fl., Fine Arts Building, Channel 11 in Murray and Mayfield.
•Meeting - Student Law Association meeting. 3:30 p.m., Currls
Center, Tennessee Room.
•Seminar ·A Gender Sensitivity Seminar, 7 to 8 p.m., Curris
Center. Everyone is welcome.

Have ASpecial Occassion
Coming Up?
Birthday, Anniversary,........ILove
You, or just To Say Hello......
Order From the

LW1

111 Wtlson Hall, 2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, KY 42071-3301

HOW TO CALL US
News ...................................762·4468
College Life .........................762·4480
Sports ............. " ..............762·4481
Bulletin Board ................ ....762·4478
Photography ....................... 762·4478
Adverttsing .......................762·4478
Viewpoint............................ 762·4468
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$1 off golf fees with this ad at Sullivan's

Call762 •2099 And Ask For Sue.
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Grants encompass
students and science
ence, for his work on molecular
analysis of bacterialluciferase.
The study of bacterial
luciferase has been going on
the for the last 35 years to see
why these enzymes emit light.
Johnston has also received
the National Institute of
Health fellowship.
Bacterial luciferase started
to interest Johnston during his
postdoctoral work at Texas
A&M about four years ago.
"The purpose of the project is
to determine how this protein
catalyzes the light energy reaction in bacteria," Johnston

BY JACOB BURGESS
STAFF WRITER

"

Two Murray State professors
were recently awarded the
Presidential Research Fellowship for their academic performance and promise.
The Committee for Institutional Studies and Research
selected Dr: Melissa Spurgin
and Dr. Timothy Johnston to
receive the grant which will
help further research throughout the 1995-96 academic year.
Spurgin, assistant professor
of special education, is working
on aggression in preschool children with hyperactivity.
The research idea was
inspired by Spurgin'~; older sister who was diagnosed with
Attention Deficient Hyper·
activity Disorder. Spurgin's
mother told her of how the family dealt with the problem.
Spurgin started her research
two years ago while working
toward her postdoctoral degree
at Purdue University. While at
Purdue, she began reading literature
on
hyperactive
preschoolers.
The playground observation
has given Spurgin the most
information. Spurgin gives a
child with hyperactivity a toy,
and moments later another

rPQUCE BEAT

To be a good
researcher,
you have

to find a passion. "
Dr. Me lissa Spurgin
child is introduced to try to
take the toy away and reactions are recorded.
She has found it is harder to
find hyperactive preschoolers
than
to find preschoolers
which are not aggressive.
Spurgin is also looking at
"family factors" to see what role
parents and older siblings play
in the progression of aggression.
Spurgin's data was published
in the Journal of Child
Psychology and
Psychiatry
before she received the grant.
Spurgin will write her data
this summer and have it published for other researchers to
review.
"I'll be doing this research for
the rest of my life," laughed
Spurgin . "To be a good
researcher, you have to find a
passion."
The other research fellowship
was awarded to .Johnston , associate professor of biological sci-

said.
In the last three months the
structure of bacterialluciferase
was found.
Johnston now
focuses on how the enzyme
works.
A protein is a long chain of
amino acids that are made up
of two sub units; alpha and
beta. Johnston was the first to
discover the sequence of amino
acids that form the beta sub
unit.
The Presidential Research
Fellowship will allow Johnston
the opportunity to go to Texas
A&M and finish his work on
bacteria luciferase, and help
them out in his speciality of
molecular biology.

October 24
6:47 a.m. Keith Gallagher's vehicle was broken into in
the parking lot behind Franklin Hall.
1:13 a.m. Jay Sanderson reported he was robbed of
pizzas while making delivery at Springer Hall. A male
pushed the driver down in the front of the vehicle,
grabbed the pizzas and ran.
1:30 a.m. Ardell Henderson reported that his vehicle,
which was parked behind Franklin Hall, was broken
into. A stereo, CO's and clothing were stolen.
1:59 p.m. William J . VanGordon reported his vehicle,
which had also been parked behind Franklin Hall, was
broken into. A radar detector and speakers were
stolen.
October 25
12:26 p.m. There was an auto accident in the 14th
street parking lot. No injuries were reported.
2:26p.m. Tim Bundren reported the theft of a CD player, and radio from his vehicle, which was parked on
the north side of Hart Hall .
October 26
4:04 a.m. A resident of Clark Hall was reported for
causing problems.
2:12p.m. An ambulance was sent to Student Health
for a patient having chest pains.
October 27
12:22 a.m. A vending machine at Hart Hall was broken
into.
3:55 p.m. A magazine salesman on campus was
asked to leave.
October 28

12:22 a.m. A noise complaint was received for a restdent of College Courts. The resident was asked to turn
down his television.

TAKINA
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R EBECCA

Dixieland Center
~ 753-6745
Open Daily Monday • Saturday

L-------- -- - --- ---~

October 30

Public Safety announced that parking in any portion of
a fire lane is not permitted and said any vehtcles found
unattended in any portion of a fire lane will be fined
$40 and towed at any hour.
3:30 a.m. A vehicle belonging to Jared Baker was broken into while parked in the Stewart Stadium lot.
Baker reported to be missing a CB radio, amplifier,
and speakers.
3:36 a.m. Jeremy Mitchell reported that his vehicle,
which had been parked in the Stewart Stadium lot, had
been broken into. Nothing was missing.
10:59 a.m. A truck near Richmond Hall was leaking
diesel fuel. The vehicle was removed by the owner and
protective EPA measures were taken.
October 31
Two vehicles were towed from campus for leaking fluids onto the pavement. One was leaking diesel fuel
and the other was leaktng transmission fluid. Neither
student could be contacted at the lime.
9:14 p.m. An officer found a MSU freshman in possession of six cases of beer, one open case of beer.
and one open bottle of Jim Beam Whiskey. The juvenile was ctted tnto Calloway District Court. All alcohol
was confiscated.
11 :40 A vehicle which had been egged was found in
Stewart Stadium parking lot.
• After midnight· Calloway District Jail lodged Efic
Scott for alcohol intoxication and drinking In a public
place. Michael Slicker was cited for driving under the
influence.

October29

1:27 a.m. A noise complaint was received on skateboarders between Hart and Clark halls playing music.
3:45 am. The east glass door was busted out of
Franklin Hall.
3:00 p.m. An ambulance was dispatched to Carr
Health for a cheerleader who had been injured.
Ambulance had to take a different route because of

r-----------------,
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cars parked In the fire lane on the north side of Carr
Health The vehicles were ticketed and moved
4:46 p.m. There was a power outage tn the north campus area.
5:26 p.m. The power was restored.

allta.
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lnformatton for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by the Murray State News staff from materials
available to the public at the Public Safety office.

Washers still

Welcome Parents

'S

Racer Patrol Escorts -15
Motorist Assists • 11

st.

Stop in now and see everything now
available for the holiday season.

75¢

Monday-Saturday 8:30 a.m.-11 p.m.
Sund ay 9 a.m.-11 p.m.

Lay-A-Ways Welcome
Store Hours: Monday- Saturday 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

Call Your Papa
For Free Delivery

753-6666

AOO proudly announces the
contestants for the 1995 Mr. MSO Pageant:

RACER SPECIAL
Large two topping

$7.97 +Tax
r-------,I Ir-------,I

I

Two Small
Cheese·Pizzas

O ne Large
with the "Works"

I

I

I

I

I
I

I I
I I

I
I
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1$6.98 +.TAX I l$9.95 ~t'AXI
I

I Addltll•nallnpplng» 70t each
Not vahd with anv other
coupon Vahd only at

I
I

particlrattng stores

I I

11

Addatl(>n~l ll>ppings 951!
l.'arh N111 vahd with any
coupon. V3lld only M

I I oth~r

I

1

I

I I partoclpating ~tores. I
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ro~s~ufw~ ,r--Free--,
Toppings
I I Order of Cheese:<bcks I

I
I
I
I

:$4.99

I I With Mf I Dl');e Two Toppings I
I I
I
I I
I

~TAX :: $9.4!5

+TAX :

1 1
Additaonaltoppings 95f each. 1
I Additional Toppin~s 70t
I "ch. ~ot vahd wiTh any 1 1 Not vahd wtth anv other 1

I olhcr coupon.

Valid only at I
partlc•pahng stores.

I

coupon Vahd only at
partkipahng stores.

I

L-------~L-------~

Good Luck Racers!

Steven Page
Jay Graham
Larry Hale
Matt Sanders
Derek Sommerville
John Mark Whittaker
Rusty Thompson
David Russell

Chris Powless
Lynn Deweese
Jonathan Oliver
Rob Adams
Shawn Smee
Kenneth Coke
Todd Duff
Hal Cunningham

Proceeds will benefit
Arthritis Research
Foundation
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VIEWPOINT

IN OUR OPINION

Sitting in cars increases parking woes

Come on feel the noise!
It is the game t hat everyone has been waiting for,
and the only soul that one should not hear cheering
for the eighth-ranked Murray State football team in
their showdown against Eastern Kentucky Saturday
at 1:30 p.m. at Stewart Stadium (besides the Colonel
faithful) is Racer One's replacement.
This is the time for Racer fans to stand up and yell
for their team, which has not only earned the right
to play in front of a raucous, intimidating home
crowd, but has demolished its competition by a combined score of 324-70 in preparing for the matchup
with EKU, which has not only Ohio Valley
Conference title implications but national recognition on the line.
With a win over the fifth-ranked Colonels, MSU
will have clinched its first conference championship
since 1986 in just its third year under the direction
of head coach Houston Nutt.
A win will also guarantee an automatic bid in the
16-team NCAA I-AA Playoffs, with the Racers possibly earning home field advantage for the first and
second rounds with its unblemished 8-0 record and
high ranking.
Perhaps the only thing missing from Nutt's
rebuilding program is such an intense, deafening
sellout crowd, the kind which football fans witness
on television every Saturday when Florida State,
Nebraska and Notre Dame take the field.
But while Nutt's outstanding collection of athletes
are setting records and gathering awards left and
right, MSU fans have a chance to get in the record
books with a capacity crowd of 16,800.
Stewart Stadium has never witnessed a sold out
football game in its 23-year history, as the largest
attendance at a Racer gridiron contest was 16,600 at
the 1981 Homecoming matchup with EKU.
Another reason for Racer pigskin lovers to voice
their support for their team is that the stakes
involved with this game are so high.
N utt has elevated the football team from a ninthplace preseason pick in 1993 (behind Morehead
State, who will not play football in the OVC after
this season) into a dominant team that has not only
the potential to win a 1-AA national title this season,
but also to recruit top athletes for subsequent championship runs in the years to come.
But the most important thing that needs to be
accomplished Saturday (besides winning the game)
is to show the team just how willing we are to support them, not just when they are ahead, but when
they are struggling and need us the most to give
them the momentum and confidence needed to pull
out the victory.
Come on, Racer fans! Let's not come to the stadium
Saturday just to watch quality college football
excitement and have fun with friends and family,
but also become an integral part of the game. So get
out of your seats and scream your lungs out - you'll
be surprised how much a loud crowd can motivate
and spur a team to success.
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space to park when I roll past a lips, remove eye lashes, put on
sedan with a lady sitting their sea,t belt, light a cigarette
behind the wheel.
and finally decide to slow poke
She's taking her seat belt and their way out of the parking
fastening it as though she is space.
preparing to leave.
This is a scenario that hap·
I let my window down and pens every day to more than
honked my horn to get her just myself.
attention, and asked politely,
I. think that commuters
"Are you getting ready to should be aware that there are
move?"
others looking for parking
Suddenly, she gives me this spaces.
dumb look and says, "No, I'm
By sitting in their cars, these
just trying to study for an commuters will make others
exam." Studying for an exam in think that a space is becoming
available for them to park in.
the car!
I have seen on numerous
I went into a rage. I'm sure
you know what calming words occasions people stop all of a
flowed from my mouth as I had sudden to get a parking space
to continue my search for a only to find someone sitting in
space.
the car combing their hair or
Now I am late. and as usual just sitting there.
the thought of returning to my
As bad as it might sound,
apartment crossed my mind as Racer Patrol should start giv·
I continue on.
ing five dollar tickets to those
Also, you have those who who sit in their cars in the
instead of getting into their parking lot for more than three
cars, have to adjust this, adjust minutes.
that, fix their hair, pucker their
That is why there is a sitting
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The treatment of men needs to change
This is for all you guys out
there
that
have
been
dumped on
by that one
special
woman.
Aren't
most women
unbearable.
I have
recently been
hearing
about
my
friends going
BRIAN
through
SMITH
some serious
Assistant Sports
heart ache
Editor
because

some woman decided that they
wanted a change or just fell in
love with some other guy.
Now do not get me wrong
some woman are not like this,
but most women arc. In hearing about these experiences,
women have taken the cheap
and uncaring ways out of their
respective relationships and
most guys deserve better. Most
women who are reading this
article right now are fuming
and that makes me so happy.
You hear women talking all
the time saying "Girl you could
do so much better than him.
You need to get on with your
life." Women do the same thing

to men as we supposedly do to
them, but when a man's heart
gets broken it's not that big of a
deal to women.
It seems that women in this
day and age are more materialistic than really wanting to get
to know a person. They want to
see how much a man can give
them and then once that they
have had enough or feel tl?-at a
man is asking too much out of a
relationship they bail out at
their convenience with some
lame excuse. A fellow man has
recently told me about some
problems that exist with
women these days and we came
up with our top ten reasons

why women are unbearable.
10. Because they can be.
9. Women just can't compare
to beer or sports.
8. They breathe.
7. They like little furry animals.
6. They cannot grasp concept of channel surfing.
5. They must touch everything in a department titore.
4. They have to pack an
overnight bag to go shopping.
3. They shout touchdown
when Jordan scores.
2. They did not score four
touchdowns in one game.
1. Because they are not men.
Thank you for your support.

The Murray State News
welcomes

Are you in favor of Racer-Touch phone scheduling system?
Why or Why not?

commen-

taries and letters to the
editor. Letters should be
300 words or less and

Chad Holder

Michael Johnson

lounge in most buildings, and
the commuter lounge in partie·
ular in Ordway Hall.
Being a commuter, I do my
part when it comes to my parking habits.
When I geL out to the car, [
open my door, throw my back
pack in, and move my car from
the parking lot.
All my seat belt adjustments
are done as I sit at the stop sign
on my way out of the lot.
By then, someone will have
the opportunity to get the space
that I was in.
I understand how some want
to go sit in their car because
they have such a good parking
spot, and don't won't to move to
go somewhere for lunch or
something.
However, with the par!Gng
situation like it is on this campus, commuters and those others who take up parking spaces
by just sitting in their cars
should be a little more consid·
eratc.

(JELCdrrJE 1o 7/IE MuPJ?Ay STATE
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Jonathan Oliver

Managmg Editor

I know that discussing the
parking issue on campus is like
beating a dead horse.
Though I'm
In
concerned
about
the
My
lack of parkOpinion
ing spaces,
what bothers
me is not the
lack of them,
but
the
search
for
them.
As usual,
I'm running
late
and
blowing the
speed limit
to heck as I
blow down Fifteenth Street to
the parking lot across from
Wilson and the Lowry Center.
I whip into the parking lot
across from Wilson Hall and
the Lowry Center and begin my
search.
Frustration has set in, and I
figure that I will not find a
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I'm in favor.
. It Saves people a
lot of time. We
don't have to miss
class because of
long liners. ''lines."

Ashley Sanders
Senior, Cadiz

Bryan Bartlett
Senior. Murray

"Yes, cause it is
more convenient. I
dropped a class
the other day and
thought it was
great.''

'Yeah! It will be
easier. You don't
have to stand in
lines."

The University. To submit a guest commentary
call

762-4468.

News reserves the right

to edit for style and
length. Published letters
are kept on file for
inspection in The News
office in Wilson Hall.
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Patton:
a look at
the man
BY ToM KIMMEL
MANAGING EonOit
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Paul Patton has risen
from a s mall hoUBe made
out of an old silo to being
the Lieutenant Governor of
Kentucky.
Born in 1937,, Patton grew
up in Fallsburg with his two
siblings and hiR parents.
Until he and the oUter children were t.rcnagers, they
had no electricity or plumbing in their home.
Pnul Patton graduated
from Louisa High School in
1955 and worked his way
through the University of
Kentucky, graduating in
1959 with a degree in
mechanical engineering.
After leaving UK, Patton
began a successful career as
the owner of n coal company. For 20 years he did
everything from keeping the
books to repairing heavy
equipment.
Patton's first foray into
public service was as
Transportation Secretary to
Governor John Y. Brown,
Jr. ln 1982, was elected to
office as Pike County Judge
Executive.
He served lwo tenns as
Judge Executive before
being elected Lt. Governor
in 1991.
Patton also served as the
State Economic Development Secretary. PattOn is
the first Lt. Governor in history to serve as an appointed Cabinet Secretary.
According to the PattonHenry campaign, his accomplishment.s include writing
a jobs program that has put
thousands of Kentuckians
to work, helping 'tl1c state
attTact new industries and
rescuing 9000 jobs at
Louisville's General Electric
Appliance Park.
Patton wrote a book,
Kentucky's Approach to
Economic Growth, in which
he explains his knowledge
of the economy and his commitment to creating jobs.
Patton has served on the
Pritchard Committee for
Academic Excellence and
the
'fnsk
Force
on
VVorkplncc Literacy.
"I want to l.'l'Cate opportunities for every Kentuckian
so we cnn improve our quality of life and secure the
future for our children,"
Patton said. "We want our
children to be able to pursue
their dreams right here in
Kentucky."
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Also on the ballot is a referendum
asldng voters t o approve an ad valorem tax to he lp finance the construction and maintenance of a
new detention facility.

Students are urged to vote
Wben Kentuckians go to the Lt. Governor Paul Patton and
polls on Tuesday they will have Larry Forgy have a chance to
quite a few choices to make.
win.
First on
Forgy is hoping to be the fli'St
the list is the Republican Governor since
In
election for Louis B. Nunn who served from
Governor.
1967 to 1971.
My
This is the
Opinion
However, many other races
first election
in which the will also be decided. Statewide,
Governor voters wiJl have to decide on a
and
Lt. Secretary of State, Attorney
GoJve r n r General, :Auditor of Public
will be elect- Accounts, State Treasurer,
ed on the commissioner of Agriculture
and Railroad Commissioner.
same ticket.
It
is
In the First District voters
TOM
also
considwill
elect a new Supreme Court
KIMMa
ered
to
be
a
Justice
while voters in
~Sins
very
close
Calloway
County
will vote for a
Editor
race.
Both County Clerk, and on a referen-

dum on whe~her or not the
county can increase the personal property tax to pay for a jail.
As a resident of Kentucky I
will be voting on Tuesday. I
switched my registration · to
Murray years ago because 1
was tired of going home every
year to pull a lever.
If you are a Kentucky resident, I hope you will be voting.
The right to choose our leaders
is a privtlege we t:alte f01' granted all to often in this country.
I know some students will be
unable to vote because of the
distance involved, but I hope
they filed an absentee ballot.
While I'm on that subject,
why is it that students from
grade school to high school get

the day off when only a few of
the seniors can vote while college students, almost all of
whom can vote, have to attend
classes? It seems like a stupid
thing to do to me.
But I urge all of you to vote,
whatever your choice may be.
Liberal
or
conservative,
Democrat or Republican, it
does not matter.
This is'.your ·opportunity tc be
counted, to make your voice
heard.
Choose the candidate who
best identifies with your own
positions and vote your con.science. If you don't vote on
Tuesday, you can't complain on
Wednesday.

Students cast opinions of candidates
BY AMY PONDER
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

Murray State students who have stayed
abreast of the issues for the upcoming
gubernatorial election deem Forgy and
Patton's stands on education and engineering significant.
Jennifer McCuan, senior from VVingo,
said she has already voted for Patton
through an absentee ballot..
"The main reason I voted for Patton is
because he is a strong supporter of education." :McCuan. said. "He wants to put the
morals, values and discipline back into the
classroom, and I think that's important."
Todd Earwood, junior from Murray who
considers himself a hard-core Democrat,
supports McCuan's stand, but admits that
Patton's side is the only one he has heard.
Tracey Dockins, an irregular student
from Murray, takes the opposition. She
intends to vote for Forgy for several reasons. One reason is because of Forgy's
views on atTtnllative action.
Forgy has stated his administration will

MANACtNC EDtTOit

IH..Y
Charles •

1

the man

be filled with fresh faces beholden to no decision on who they will cast their vote
special interests.
for. Students provided two reasons for this,
"Talent, honesty and intellect will guide one was a lack of time to keep up with the
my appointments," Forgy said.
different issues, and the other was mixed
"I'm all for seeing minorities get ahead, feelings about the candidates.
but affirmative action bas just sort of out"I'm not sure who I am going to vote for
lived its usefulness," Dockins said. "It because I don't know which candidate is
doesn't heal racial tension, it creates better," said Christy Parrish, junior from
resentment."
Murray. "As far as Forgy's concerned I
Dockins also supports Forgy's views on don't like how he stands on any issues, but
KERA and his idea to make the use of an I also don't like what Patton has done with
ungraded primary a local decision.
the PCC-Murray State engineering feud."
Another supporter of Forgy, and his plan
Approximately 65 percent of the stuto correct KERA is Chris Owens, freshman
dents contacted in conjunction with this
from Murray. He believes that Forgy is the
story said that they were completely or
closest thing to a true conservative in the
somewhat unfamiliar with the issues reprace.
resented by each candidates.
"Forgy is for cutting taxes, pro life and
Dr. Mark Wattier, associate director of
planB on keeping his nose out of PCC engipolitical science, said that this pattern is
neering," Owens said.
Matt Johnson, junior from Owensboro, typical in many elections below the presisaid Forgy's realization that KERA needs dential election.
to be restructured has also earned his vote
"Usually bits and pieces of information
in Tuesday's election.
are enough to make a decision," Wattier
Many students indicated that they do said. "This is typical of most people for
intend to vote but have not yet made a most decisions in life."

Larry Forgy was born in
1939 in Logan County. He
attended school in Logan
and Butler Counties before
going to college on a basketball scholarship at the
University of Tennessee at
Martin.
Forgy also attended the
University of Kefitucky
before receiving his under~
gT&duate and law degree
from George Washington
University.
Forgy has spent his life in
politics. After Jaw school,
he was a staff assistant to
United States Senator
Thurston Morton from Ky.,
and the Sergeant-at-arms in
the Senate. He was on the
Federal
Trade
Commission's
War
on
Poverty Program and he
served as the legal counsel
for the Joint Congressional
Committee on Internal
Revenue Taxation.
Forgy
returned
to
Kentucky in 1967 as legal
counsel to former Governor
Louis B. Nunn, Budget
Director and Director of
Debt Management of Ky.
After that, Forgy became
:Vic:e PreSident of Business
Affairs and Treasurer of
UK. .In 1975, he left UK to
practice law.
Forgy has been a television commentator on One
Kentuckian's Opinion which
airs in Lexington, Hazard
and on the Kentucky
Network. Forgy is currently
practicing law in Lexington.
Forgy has spent more
than .30 years working for
the Republican Party. ln
1976 he was the issues
chairman for then President
Gerald Fotd's campaign.
He served as the committeeman from Ky. on the
Republican
National
Committee from 1980 to ,
1983, and as the state chairman for Ronald Reagan's
campaign's in 1980 and
1984.
Forgy is hoping to ride the
wave of change that sent a
Republican from the First
District to the House of
Representatives for the first
time since the Civil War
into
the
Governor's
Mansion.
,.Kentuckian's see a state
government that is all too
offer out of touch with the
people.. .I will change that,"
Forgy said.
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LEFT: MSU students Amie Gile s (left,) freshman from Louisville, Suzanne Whe lan (center,) fre shamn from Louisville, Susan Richardson (kneeling.) freshm an from He bron and Laura Blackerby
(right.) freshman from Lo uisville, pick up trash near the residence halls. RIGHT: Giles. Rkhardson. Blackerby and Joe Cahill, freshman from Burllnaton. pick up everything from pop cans to leaves:

Professor wins writing award
she does not know when the
national winner will be determined.
A Murray State professor has
"It would be great if my artiwon a regional writing award cle won," Burkeen said.
for her paper on a local clinic.
Burkeen's
article,
"A
Oleta Burkeen, associate pro- Partnership
for
Health
fessor of nursing at Murray Between
Nursing
State, recently won the Faculty/Students and the
American Journal of Nursing Community," deals with farm
Excellence in Writing Award at workers' clinics that have been
the Annual Convention of the held in Murray.
Kentucky Nurses Association
The clinics are held for itiner10 Louisville.
ant workers employed by locaJ
Burkeen won the award for farmers to harvest tobacco.
an article she submitted to the
"The department of nursing
Journal for the national compesponsors and coordinates these
tition.
clinics with people at the BSU
KEach state chooses a win- <Baptist Student Union) and at
ner," Burkeen said. "I won the St. Leo's Catholic church,"
award for the state of Burkeen said. "Several faculty
Kentucky."
and students help with inter~
Burk:cen said the article has pretation. Many of the workers
now been submitted to the don't speak English."
national competition. She said
Burkeen said the clinics pro-

Bv

REBECCA

STAff WRITER

Dourr

vide screening in several areas.

Burkeen said.

"We try to identify health
problems they currently have,"
Burkeen said. "We do teaching
and referrals. We have hearing
and vision screenings, nutritional screenings and hemoglobin screenings."

Burkeen said she would be
excited if her article won.

The clinic also provides kits
with bandages and other first
aid items.

.
"We have held these clinics

for the past two fall semesters,
and we will hold them again
next year," Burkeen said.
Burkeen said her article will
appear in The Kentucky Nurse,
the state nursing newsletter.
If the paper wms at the
national level, it will be featured in the American Journal
of Nursing.
"I'm going to lengthen it some
for the national contest,"

"I really feel like it should be
shared with a lot of people,"
Burkeen said. "The people with
the clinic volunteered a 1ot of
time; I just wrote it up."
Burkeen has written several
articles for other publications,
primarily in nursing journals.
"The last thing I wrote was a
clinical experience with students at a homeless shelter in
Paducah," Burkeen said. "It
was published in '93 in the
Journal of Nursing Education."
The
article
was
titled
"Experiences Students Will
Never Forget in a Rural
Homeless Family Shelter."
Burkeen has been a professor
at Murray State University for
19 years.

~

Jon Brennan
Star ofM1Vs
'!he Real World"

Showroom Lounge

November 18
Con1~ng to the Showroom
Aaron Tippin ............•.•................ November 25
Billy Ray Cyrus........................... December 2
Ken Mellons ................................ December 29
Ricky Van Shelton ...................... December 31
Tickets go on sale one month piior to show date.
Call Now For More Information!
(502) 443 - 8000
(800) 866 - 3636
One Executive Blvd. Paducah, Ky.
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Reality Check
Clean Sweep:
Soap operas provide relief
BY MANDY WOLF
Cmucr Llr£ EQnOR

Bo married Hope.
Hope died, however, in
an explosion and Bo
remarried Billie. Then
I lope came back, only
she wasn'l Hope anymore ... she was Gina.
Then Gina became Hope
by opening a magic little
box that proved her real
identity. Bo then had n
serious problem-he was
a bigamist. He had to
divorce one or lhe other,
but he first had to decide
who he loved most.
Sound hopelessly ronfusing?
Such is a typical plot
from "Days of Our
Lives," a daytime soap
opera on NBC.
Soap operas are filled
with passion, betrayal,
and even an occasional
demonic possesion, and
some students find
themselves drawn into
the complicated plots.
Melissa
Downing,
junior from Louisville, is
such an eager soap opera
fan that she said she
arranges her classes
around "One Life to
Live'' and "All My
Children."
"It's kind of an escape

from reality," Downing
said.
She said watching
soap operas relaxes her
and gives her a break
from everyday stress.
,Jennifer Jones, senior
from Murray, said she
watches soap operas
between cla!'ses.
"That's the only thing
on during the day while
I'm home," Jones said.
,Jone:o said she watches "The Young and the
Restless" on CBS.
"It changes all the
time," .Jones said.
Angela Sadler, senior
from Jonesboro, TIL, said
she occasionally watches
"Days of Our Lives," but
she does not feel she
misses anything when
she skips a show.
"The one day I do come
home and watch it, it's
the same thing," Sadler
said.
Krissi Straub, senior
from Louisville, said she
is an avid soap opera fan
and watches "Days of
Our Lives," "Young and
the
Restless,"
and
"Another World."
"It's my senior year
and it's busy," Straub
said. "It gives me the
chance to veg out and
into a different worlrl."

Straub said she start·
ed watching soap operas
with her grandmother.
"We always update
each other when I come
home," Straub said.
Karla Haynes, junior
from Lovelaceville, said
she has watched "Days
of Our Lives" and
"Another World" since
she was five or six-years
old.
"They're a way to
escape problems beause
they've always got worse
problems than you can
think of," Haynes said.
Haynes said she can
even listen to her soaps
on the radio if she is not
able to watch them.
Some students however, are not such big fans
of the shows.
Malysa
Wimberg,
senior from Louisville,
said she watches soap
operas occasionally.
"I think they're silly,
but I still watch them,"
Wimberg said. "You get
trapped into them."
Kris Crichton, freshman from St. Louis, Mo.,
do~s
not like soap
operas.
"I think they're the
most unrealistic, superficial ignorant things,"
Crichton said.

Top I 0 Talk Show Topics
Not 'Seen o n Television*• 0. "Aliens and MSU: Whe re the
Extra Parking Spaces Really Went.n
9. "I'll Do Anything for an A ! '
8. "College Students Who Slee p."
7. "The Real Name of Those Little
Crispy Things in Long John Silver' s."
6. "What's in that Little Room Under
the Staircase in Wilson Hall."
5. "Registering with Race r Touch
Ruined My Life."
4. "I Did Everything for an A and Still
Got a C."
3. "How the new quad lights changed
my life.''
2. "Why it takes five Facilities
Manageme nt workers to plant tulips."
I. "Dunke r and the women who love
him."
•CoMPILED BY THE MURRAY STATE NEWS

Talk block popular with students
BY SLONE H UTCHISON
AsSISTANT COLLEGE Llfl EDITOR

Tum on the television almost
any time of the day or night
and you can find a talk show.
Topics range. from the comical
to the bizarre and people watch
them for all sorts of reasons.
Natalie Whitaker, freshman
from Midland, said she watches talk shows because they are
like soap operas.
"Although I hardly get to
watch them anymore, I like
'Oprah' because she is classy,"
Whitaker said. "I also watch
'Gordon Elliot' and 'Jerry
Springer', but there are just so
many people who have talk
shows now it's hard to keep
up."
"I used to watch 'Ricki
Lake,"' said Christy Belle,
junior from Providence. "I liked
her show because her audiences were so rowdy and l really thought they made the show
better."
"The best shows are the ones

Students find some topics
too personal for television
BY jENNIFER POTTER
STAff WRITER

On the next "Ricki Lake,"
"My
Grandfather
is
a
Transvestite."
Topics on talk shows deal
with intensely personal and
highly volatile subjects that
often cause viewers to change
the channel because of rude
behavior and tasteless content
on the shows.
At nny given time of the day,
on at least one channel, a television viewer can find n talk
show discussing something like
"My
Daughter
was
Impregnated by Aliens" or "My
Mom Dresses like Trash.'"
Jacque Abernathy, sophomore from Paducah, said she
and her friends watch talk
shows to relieve boredom.
..There's nothing else on,"
Ab~rnathy said.
Some student~ have spoken

out against these shows calling
them an)'thing from tacky to
embarrassing.
Heather McDowell, sophomore from Cave-in-Rock, Ill.,
said she detests talk shows
"1 don't think people should
discuss their personal lives on
TV." McDowell said. "I just
don't think topics like that
should be discussed on television."
"I don't see why anyone in the
world would want to tell their
life story and problems to the
world," Abernathy said.
Abernathy said she believes
the people and their problems
on the shows are fake.
''No one's problems can be
solved in a hour," Abernathy
snid. "I also think the fights are
staged."
Ricki Lake. :'-.taury Pavich ,
nnd Jerry Springer are just a
few of the talk show hosts that
students said they find particu-

larly obnoxious.
Jill Cloud, senior from
Benton, said she hates Ricki
Lake's show.
"Ricki Lake is so vulgar,"
Cloud said. "Most of her shows
have no point and are embarrassing to the human race."
Kerri Williams, junior from
Wardell, Mo., said Maury
Povich and some of his guests
are tasteless and rude.
"They don't care that millions
of people are watching them air
their problems in such tacky
ways,.... Williams said.
"Jerry Springer is the worst!"
Abernathy satd. "We watch his
show just to make fun of people."
Although students attack the
shows, they often watch them
simply for entertainment.
"They're fun to watch
because it makes me feel better
about
my
problems,"
Abernathy said.

when they get in a fight," Belle
said. "One of my favorite
episodes was when one lady
pulled anot her lady's wig off."
Krystal Foley, senior from
Murray, said one of her
favorite talk shows is "Jerry
Springer."
"I like it because it exposes
me to different things than just
what you see here in Murray,"
Foley said. "I know it's trashy
and a lot of it is staged, but it's
entertainment."
Foley also said she thinks the
recent controversy surrounding
the shows is unecessary.
"1 know sometimes it's bad,
but half of it isn't real and people know that," Foley said.
Sara Adams, freshman from
Leitchfield, said her favorites
are "Oprah" and "Leeza."
"I like them because they
aren't as trashy as some of the
other shows," Adams said.
"They don't show just anything
to make people watch. They
actually try to help people
while the others just seem to

provoke the audience and the much chaos on "Oprah." She
guests."
really knows how to keep conKevin Hendricks, sophomore trol of her audience and her
from Louisville,said he watches guests."
several talk shows.
Faith Taylor, senior from
"I watch talk shows because Benton, said she watches talk
they are more realistic than shows for information.
soap operas," Hendricks said.
"I think most people watch
"If there isn't a talk show on, ·talk shows because it keeps
there's nothing on."
them informed," Taylor said. "I
Beth Shuler, junior from know some of them are just a
Mt.Vernon, In., said her scam, but some are real and
favorite show is also "Oprah."
they educate people about how
"I think she is more realistic things really are. They bring
than the others," said Shuler. important issues closer to
"The others have stupid stuff, horne."
but she seems to really care
Shannon Haire, sophomore
about her viewers."
from Owensboro, said she
Shuler said she often gets watches talk shows because
frustrated with some of the they entertain.
other talk shows because of the
"I know that some of the
behavior of both the guests and shows are staged and that
the hosts.
sometimes people are just play"They have feuding families ing a role, but some of the
on there screaming and yelling things on there are just so
about stupid stuff," Shuler funny," Haire said. "They are
said. "We fight about stupid great for a good laugh and the
things in my family, but the best part is no matter what's
things on there just get to be wrong they keep your problems
too much. There's just not as from looking so bad."

TALK IT UP

Andy Lee/Stafi

Katy Halliday, freshman from Henry, T enn., wat ches a talk show between classes In the TV
Lounge in the Curris Ce nter. Talk shows and soap operas are frequently shown In the lou nge.
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Lambda Alpha Epsilon takes bite
out of crime with new members
Membership is open to all criminal justice
majors who pay the $30 national fee and the
I EPOIT£1
$10 local fee.
Lambda Alpha Epsilon, MSU's chapter of
Homa emphasized the importance of the
the American Criminal Justice Association, is interaction between members of the same
planning a siege on the University.
major.
Under the leadership of LAE's new adviser,
"Most criminal justice majors go on to be law
Jeff Homa, lecturer of criminal justice. the enforcement officers," Homa said. ..They will
association is making great efforts to become stick to people in their own profession . If they
"a dominant organization on campus," said keep ties with other alumni they will already
LAE president Mark Trout.
have existing friendships. It gives them their
In five meetings, LAE has attracted more own sub-culture."
than 40 members, which is twice the number
Glore also said the interaction with people
of members in previous years. and the associ- in the same major is an advantage to being
ation is still getting new members.
part of the association.
Many in the association attribute this year's
"It's neat to get to know people in t he same
successful start to the aggressive efforts of major," Glore said. "You have something in
Homa. This is Homa's first year at Murray common, and it will be very important to your
State after teaching criminal justice at future."
Northeast Mjssouri State University where he
Another a dva ntage of the association is the
built anot her chapter of LAE.
connections it gives members with profession"He's doing a great job," said Susan Glore, als in the criminal justice field. Members have
freshman from St Charles, Mo. "He always the opportunity to meet and speak with guest
gets new ideas, and he's full of energy. He's speakers the a ssociation brings in for colloquiyoung and he really seems to relate to us. He's ums. The association is planning to have six to
also a great teacher."
eight speakers from all aspects of the criminal
Trout also attributed much of the group's justice profession this year.
success to Homa, a long with the organization
''This way the key speakers that come in will
of LAE's new officers.
help us out," Trout said. "The state troopers
"We've got a great executive board and that that come in arc going to help us out. The FBI
helps a lot," Homa said.
agents that come in are going to help us. It's
Homa said one reason for the group's suc- just a major key to getting your foot in the
cess is h aving a majority of underclassmen.
door. The guest speakers that come in and
"Most of the kids are freshmen and sopho- talk to us will remember us."
mores," Homa said. "Tliey haven't gotten
Alicia Hanne, freshman from Franklin,
heavily involved in a lot of activities yet so Tenn., said connections are also a major
they have time to put for th. They' re really just advantage to LAE.
a great bunch of kids."
"It's exposing me to different people and get·
The association meet..c; Tuesdays at 5:30p.m. ting me connections," Hanne said. "It shows

Bv

SARAH WIGHT

Riding sessions
offered at Expo

me the different aspects of this field and is giving me a lot of experience."
Members also benefit from the job training ·
and information they receive regarding job
seeking.
"Criminal justice majors have to go though
testing," Homa said . "They have to go through
interviews and they have to take a polygraph.
Basicallv. I can tell them what's going to happen and how to do it. With other majors you
just have to go interview to get a job. That
doesn't happen here, so they have to really
understand how and where they can go to get
jobs and become successful."
LAE members say they want to be more
than just another serious professional organization.
..We la ugh a lot," Homa said. "We really
have a good time. That's what it's all about."
So far this year the association has had a
picnic and a car was h to raise money for materials to bui ld a Homecoming float. The float
won third place.
Upcoming Racial e ve nts are already
planned. 1'he association plans to go to St.
Louis in November to meet. a chapter from
Northeast Mjssouri State University to compare and discuss chapters.
"We want to get some new ideas," Trout
said. "We've gone from 17 members and very
unorganized, to over 40 members and very
organized. This is like starting all over."
Lambda Alpha Epsilon plans to he involved
in many more cvent.s.
"'We're going to make it very successful,"
Homa said. "We want to get our funds to a
maximum and keep key people involved so we
have a strong organization which can defeat
any of the other organizations on campus."

BY JENNIFER POTTER
Wama

STAFF

The West Kentucky Exposition Center.will sponsor
open riding sessions for interested community members starting Nov. 1.
Mary Kay Kirks. building ma nager of the Expo,
said open riding sessions began in 1989 after she
was approached by sever al area riders who wanted
•
to ride in the arena.
"'We allow the public to bring their horses in before
the quarter horse shows, because some horses th at
have only been ridden outdoors are skittish in indoor
arenas," Kirks said. "Of course our paying events
and classes come first, but as our schedule allows, we
take time out and allow people to come in."
Bonnie Jones is one of the community members
who is excited about the bpportunity to ride in the
arena. She trains barrel horses a nd said it gives her
a chance to see how t he horses are coming along.
"We take our horses every time," Jones said. "l t
gets them in shape and oriented to the inside arena ."
"It also lets them be around other horses and the
smell of cattle," J ones said.
The open riding sessions a re scheduled for 6 to 10
p.m. on Nov . 1, Dec. 6 and 13, Jan. 4, and March 6.
Kirks said the first two hours are s imply for pleasure riding, and t he rest of t he time may be utilized
to practice special events.
..After 7 p.m. we let people put up barrels and work
t heir horses," Kirks said.
Jones said for t he first two hours people ride pleasure and walking horses. The barrels are then set up
and riders will be allowed to make timed runs.
"It's great for the kids and everyone involved,"
Jones said.
The sessions are free and are being offered at the
West Kentu cky Exposition Center on College Farm
Road.

Don't forget to see your adviser
Scheduling begins Monday Nov. 6

SLOB is sponsoring a
Extern Program Jan. 8-12
A one week internship with an
MSU Alumni in y.:our field of interest.

Tuesday Nov. 7

Informational Meeting
Nov. 8

7 - 8 p.m.

9:15 p.m. Barkley Room
in the Curris Center
If you cannot b e present, please contact:

Heather Hughes at
753-3865

Curris Center Theater

by Nov. lO

ALL ARE WELCOME!
IESEIVE

OFFICE IS'
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BffiLEPROPHECYSEMrnNAR
"A New Look At Some Old Bible Prophecies"
Eugene (Gene) Johnson has made a compreh-.ve a1udy ol Bible Prop1141cy, wilh
emphaSIS on the books ot DANIEl AND REVELATION Pastot G4tne's hean-toochlog,dynamic
po-esentatOOO& have helped many Oblalrl a dearer understai'ICiing ol world eveniS whle also
helpang them gain ' closer wal~ wolll Je5us Christ

PREREQUISITE: ADRENALINE
Dnve Intensity Those aren't wo1ds
tei self-con11denceand de:ciSIOn-rnakmg
you're llkely to see m many course
sktlls Aqdm words other courses sel
reqwrements Then agam. Army ROTC
dom use But they rP. the credits you
IS unhke any other elective. It's
need to succeed m hfe ROTC 1s
hands on f!XCttement ROTC wlll l:iii".......,. open to freslunen and sophomores
challenge you mentally a nd phys · .......~.... w tthout obligation and requ1res
about 4 hours per week Register
tcally thr o•..1gh mtense leadershtp
trammg. Trammg that bwlds chmac- 1":"1!111.....,;-.~ thts ter m for Army ROTC.

ARMY ROTC
TIE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
For details, visit 216 Stewart Stadium or call
762-41 23

Don't Mia A Single Night/

Monday, Nov. 6 • 7 00 pm

Clvlst lnvlta IIIIo Eater
IIIIa HIS PracnisM Reat

Monday, Nov 13 · 7:00pm

The Mart olllll Wolllldlll
8tut

Tuesday, Nov 14 · 7:00pm

f rlllay Nov 10 · 1 00 pm

Clvtll Rt¥1111 w-.,.. 0111
lllovld Dud Art

friday, Nov,17 • 700 pm

Till TIUI Clwrdl

Saturllay Nov 11 • 11 00 am

Drlnll From Your Own Well

Saturday, Nov 18 · 1100am

ARIWiwll ol lplrllal

Satur~

APucnnllc VIew ol End·
Timlfmll

1uesc~ay. Nov 1 • 7 00 Pill

Saturday Nov 11 • 7 00 pm

Sunday, Nov, 12 · 7:00pm

Cltt1tt tnvttn a to Plttidpate In tile Ordinances ol
lbe Cllurdl
The WOIId Nlldl Marl
I'IOphets

Tlllllpllam o1 Wlllr 11141

lilt Splrll

BeaiiiiOflllllnclll

llcldr

Nov 18 • 7.00 pm

Sunday Nov 19 • 7 00 pm

Wllll lallla ~e

Sill?
Monday Nov 20 • 7110 pm

On Tllla Roell I Slltld

Seventh-day Adventist Church
15th & Sycamore Streets • Murray, Kentucky
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Racers wreck Tech 45-14
Cheny throws for 312 yards, 3 TDs; Hampton, Dill aid in road win
Cherry is in the midst of his
first year of true action at the
collegiate level after transferThe Murray State football ring from Arkansas, and he and
team came out with a his teammates are more than
vengeance after a week off, and prepared for the Colonels and
no one is more sorry than an opportunity at the title. .
"This is the game we've been
Tennessee Tech for scheduling
its Homecoming game against playing for all season," he said.
"We're not going to back down
the Racers.
The Golden Eagles were from anyone, and we need to
clipped 45-14 in front of a focus on our business and just
crowd of 7,000 Saturday in stick to what we've been doing
Cookeville by the eighth- the past eight weeks."
Other keys for the Racers in
ranked Racers, who improved
to 8-0 on the season with a 6-0 the win over TI'U were corner·
record
in
Ohio
Valley back/punt returner William
Hampton and placekicker
Conference play.
MSU can earn its first OVC Chris Dill.
Hampton, a junior from Little
championship since 1986 and
an automatic berth in the Rock, Ark., intercepted a
NCAA 1-AA Playoffs with a win Golden Eagle pass and
over fifth-ranked Eastern returned it 76 yards to put
Kentucky
at
1:30
p.m. MSU up 38-14 in the fourth
Saturday at Stewart Stadium. quarter. Hampton is a cog of a
Head coach Houston Nutt is Racer defensive machine that
proud with the way his squad leads the nation in scoring
has responded to each new defense, and he has led the way
challenge and opponent this by scoring five touchdowns on
season, and he hopes the trend the year, including a national
record-tying four on intercepcan continue against EKU.
"The maturity we've shown tion returns. He also holds the
· this year has been tremen- new 1-AA mark for most inter·
dous," said Nutt, who is 17-13 ception return yards in a seain his third year with the son with 280.
Dill, a senior from Murray,
Racers but is looking for his
was
named the OVC Special
first victory over the Colonels.
Teams
Player of the Week after
"We haven't been hurt, and
his
15-point
effort against ITU.
now we're 8-0 and ready for
He
converted
all six extra
Saturday. As a head coach, this
points
to
improve
to 43-43 on
is as big as it gets. The biggest
the
year,
made
a
29-yard
field
thing for us is to continue to be
goal
to
put
the
Racers
ahead
ourselves and remain funda10-0 in the first period and ran
mentally sound."
Quarterback Mike Cherry, a for a nine-yard touchdown on a
junior from Texarkana, Ark., field goal fake in the third
completed 13 of 21 passes quarter. He also jumped into
against TTU for a career-high second place on MSU's all-time
3 12 ya rds and three touch- scoring list with 176 points in
downs covering 23 , 44 and 53 his career.
Tailback Derrick Cullors, a
yards, respectively.
Cherry's effort marked the senior from Richardson, Texas,
first time that a Racer quarter- has become a top candidate for
back had thrown for over 300 the Walter Payton Award, preyards in a game since 1989, and sented to the top offensive play. Cherry gained OVC Co- er in Division I-AA football, as
Offensive Player of the Week well as a selection to the Allhonors for his performance, America team.
Cullors was held to his first
which moved him into second
in the league in passing with game of the season without a
touchdown against the Golden
175.9 yards per contest.
BY MIKE 0HSTROM

SPORTS EDITOR
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Placekicker Chris Oilf semed a nine-yard IUcildtNm '"""' ~... _
f(l
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Murray State's 45·14 Win·OYet T•nnesaee Tech

Cooke~viUe.

Series revives
baseba ll b efore
s erious decline

rece!W&$i:U..:&n~~)flol~ cemet•aart· en.n·cc} 4rif.~ 1he bal tlehl~,.
end (E) .alp$ thn:Jugb to.., the
·rw.tnletiCic'IBlmlkM·sure ttMJ defeneive end tries11>b10ck 1htt IeiCk
. 1he ,.... protects torttw•tdck.
.
Eagles, but still gamed 117
yards on 26 carries and caught
two passes for 26 yards. He is
now within 120 yards of the
single-season rushing record
held by Don Clayton, who ran
for 1,403 yards in 1973.
Cullors enjoys the limelight
surrounding his individual
feats and the pursuit of the
Payton Award, but thin.ks the
personal accolades are secondary to the team's success,
especially compared to the
magnitude of the EKU game.
"It feels good and I wouldn't
mind winning the award, but
fm not worried about that," he
said. "I want the team to get a
championship, and they're the
ones who help me get the
yardage and recognition."
Taylor, a senior from
Orlando, Fla., led the Racers in
receiving with four catches for
105 yards against TTU. He was
the backup quarterback for
MSU last year, but has made
the adjustment into the wide
receiver position after Cherry
transferred, and he thinks that

OUT OF TOUCH

OVC Football Standings
Her~·s a break~wn of this week's OVC football standings and a preview
of th1s weekends games:
Conference All Games

Team
Wi n Loss
Murray State
6
0
Eastern Kentucky
5
0
Middle Tennessee
4
2
UT-Martin
3
3
Southeast Missouri State 3
3
Austin Peay
2
4
Tennessee State
1
4
Morehead State
1
5
Tennessee Tech
1
5

much like himself, the team
has made great strides.
"I feel that making the transition was a great opportunity
for me to go on to the next

•

T

a

7
5
4

3
3

2
2
2

Loss
0
1
3
4
5
6
6
6
7

level," he said. "We have a
great quarterback in Mike
Cherry, and we have improved
to 8-0 with a chance to become
OVC champions."

McKinney wins
conference title
Bv MIKE

. •
.
.
Danny Voweii/Photo fditor
Krtstt Hoffman, Mehssa Brtdges and W endy Gibson watch a Tennessee-Martin spike ny ove r
their outsretched arms during the Murray State volleyball team's I S-3, I S-1 O, 15-7 ove r the
Skyhawks Tuesday at Racer Arena.

Win

Chad E. Holder/Graphics EditOr
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Bargain
needed
for new
season

The Stewart Stadium scoreboard read "Congratulations to
Jason McKinney • 1995 Cross
Country Champion and OVC
Runner of the Year" Tuesday,
and the sophomore from
Georgetown, Ill. was still working out on the track.
McKinney capped off a stellar season by leading the
Murray State men's cross country team to fourth at the Ohio
Valley
Conference
Championships Friday in Cape
Girardeau, Mo., finishing the
wet eight-kilometer course in
25:55.00. The Racers were
beaten in the team competition
by Morehead State, Eastern
Kentucky
and
Southeast
Missouri State, respectively.
"I knew there were about 10
guys who could possibly win
the meet, so I knew it wouldn't
be easy," said McKinney, who
had previously earned an OVC
Runner of the week award and
led the Racers in every contest
this year. "This was the toughest race mentally that I've ran
all season. Although it was a
five-mile run, there was no
time to lose my con~entration."
The women's squad placed
fifth out of nine at the OVC
Championships, falling behind
EKU, who placed runners in
the top five for a perfect score of
15 to capture the title, followed
by SEMO, Tennessee Tech and
Tennessee-Martin. Charmaine

"

I knew there were
about I 0 guys who
could possibly win the
meet, so I knew it
wouldn't be easy. This
was the toughest race
mentally that I've ron
all season. Although it
was a five-mile run,
there was no time to
lose my concentration. "
Jason McKinney
Thomas, a senior from St.
John's, Antigua, slipped to 17th
individually after leading the
Lady Racers in every regular
season meet. Laura Bohanon, a
freshman from Paducah, paced
the team with a 16th-place finish in a time of20:16.70 for the
five-kilometer race.
"Having Charmaine fall
halfway through the race hurt
us, but I was pleased that she
pushed through the second
half," said head coach Rachelle
Roberts. "I thought Laura had
a great race."
The cross country teams will
now join the track squad,
which has been training under
new head coach Bob Doty for
its indoor season opener Dec. 9
at the Middle Tennessee State
Quad in Murfreesboro. Doty
has taken over for Wayne Pate,
now an assistant at Purdue.

While most would consider
this baseball season as the
year of the Braves, it could
also be labeled as the season
that saved the sport from a
very serious downfall.
Exciting pennant races
that kept a ,...._ _ _ _.,.
majority of SPORTS
m a j or
league TALK
cities
in 1------~
the hunt ScoTT
for a play- N ANNEY
off
spot L.-----~
and a thrilling postseason
was just what the doctor
ordered for baseball.
But perhaps even more
important than providing
fans
with
memorable
moments on the field, the
sport needs to concentrate on
getting a new collective bargaining agreement before
the start of next season.
In what could possibly be
the most crucial offseason in
the game's history, both owners and players should work
toward a revenue-sharing
plan between small and
large market clubs.
With good TV ratings and
renewed fan interest since
Sept. 6 • the night Cal
Ripken Jr. broke Lou
Gehril(s consecutive games
played mark - baseball has
built a good foundation. This
is why now is the time to get
a new agreement in place.
Ryno' s Back: Another
Chicago sports star came out
of retirement on Tuesday
when second baseman Ryne
Sandberg ended his selfimposed retirement by signing a one-year, $1.5 million
contract with the Cubs.
Saying he is mentally
"ready for the challenge",
Sandberg's return to baseball is yet another sign the
sport has rebounded from its
troubled 1994 season.
His presence at Wrigley
Field next season should
spark an already-talented
group of Cubs, who narrowly
missed a shot at postseason
play this year.
Chicago's baseball shrine
should be rockin' next season
when the Cubs could make
the playoffs for the first time
since 1989.
Up for grabs: For all of
those who still think the
National Football League
champion will be the winner
of the Dallas-San Francisco
game, think again.
With the loss of fullback
William Floyd for the season
with a severly-dislocated
right knee and i!Vuries to
quarterback Steve Young
and tight end Brent Jones,
the 49ers are in serious jeopardy of missing out on a
repeat Super Bowl victory.
This paves the way for the
Cowboys to again take control of the league. But while
Dallas looks like the team to
beat, other NFC teams like
the St. Louis Rams, Chicago
Bears and Green Bay
Packers could pose a threat
to their title hopes.
But don't overlook the
AFC's Kansas City Chiefs,
who are tied with the
Cowboys for the league's best
record at 7-1. The struggling
Miami Dolphins also pose a
threat to the NFC champion,
as well as the high-powered
Oakland Raiders.

-------------- ----
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SCORECARD

Football

Tennis

Volleyball

Murray St. 45, Tenn. Tech 14
Murray St. 10 14 7 14 - 45
Tenn. Tech 0 14 0
0- 14
MSU· Taylor 23 yd. pass from
Cherry (D1ll kick); MSU· Dill 29 yd.
FG : TTU· Trent 43 yd. pass from
Sander (Kelly kick); MSU-McCann
6 yd. run (Dill kick); TTU· Mcintyre
1 yd run (Kelly kick); MSUSwinton 44 yd. pass from Cherry
(Dill kick); MSU- Dill 9 yd. run (Kick
kick) ;MSU-Berry 8 yd. run
(Meredith kick); MSU· Hampton 76
yd . INT return (Dill kick); MSUIdlette 53 yd. pass from Cherry (Dill
kick):
MSU
TTU
Rrst downs
21
20
Rushes-yards
46-214 28-97
Passing-yards
312
259
Return yards
76
13
Comp·Att
13·23·0 19-36·3
Sacked·Yds.lost 1·2
5·22
Punts
6-227 7·262
0·0
Fumbles-lost
3·1
Pcnaltles-yds.
12-86 5·62
Time possession 33:15 26:45
Individual Statistics
RUSHING - MSU • Cullers 26·
117, Chairs 4-37, McCann 7-31, Dill
'1·9, Scarborough 4-6, Swinton 1·4,
Cherry 3·( -2) TTU - Penix 18·67,
Bond 3·18, Mcintyre 1·1, Triplett 4·(·
6), Sander 2·(·12)
PASSING· MSU - Cherry 13-21-0312, Taylor0-1-0-0, Bona0-1·0-0
TTU - Sander 16·29-3·228, Triplett 36:.:31 ·0, Henderson 0·1·0·0
RECEIVING - MSU • Taylor 4·
105, ldlctte 3·82, Cullers 2·26,
Shephard 2·42, Swinton 2·57 TTU Bentley 8-102, Trent 3-83, Penix 3-8,
Stone 2·28, Perry 1·3, Bowen 1·31,
Hendrix 1·4

Murray St.
UT-Martin

15

3
15

MEMPHIS INVITATIONAL:

10

7

MSU RESULTS:

1

2

15
3

MSU TEAM LEADERS:
Kills: Melissa Bndgea (13)
Assists: Krisb Hoffman (36)
Aces: Bonnie Bagmnsk1 (2)
Digs: BagntnskL Stephanie D~&bold,
Jill Kennedy (8)
Blocb: Shelly Juenger (1)

Murray St. (9·12, 6·6 OVC)
UT-Martin (6·21, 1·11 OVC)

i

Cross Country
OVC CHAMPIONSHIPS:
MEN-Morehead St. 36,
Eastern Kentucky 51, SEMO 59,
Murray St. 123. Tennessee Tech
124, Austin Peay 143, UT-Martin
197, Middle Tennessee St. 201,
Tennessee St. 222
WOMEN-Eastern Kentucky
15, SEMO 48, Tennessee Tech
79, UT-Martin 79, Murray St. 25,
Tennessee St. 214, Austin Peay
220, Middle Tennessee St. 230

Rifle Competition
Team
1. Xavier
2. MSU (Gold)
3. MSU (Blue)
4. MSU {White)
5. Rose-Hulman
6. Austin Peay

November 3, 1995

Pta.
6143
6084
5953
5892
5675
1199'

Good Luck Racers !~
B e atEKU! ~

Sports
Notebook

WOMEN'S SINGLESOne: DeAnna Carroll (0-2)
Two: Martha Zimmer (3·1)
Three: Renea Cates (2-1)
Four: Brooke Berryman (1·1)
Fwe: Amy Gemmill (1·2)
Six: Angela Brooks (2-1) ·
Seven: Jennifer Jones (1-2)

DOUBLESFiightOne: Cates/
Carroll (0·2)
Flight Two: Berryman/
Zimmer (2·1)
Flight Three: Jones/
Gemmill (1·2)

MEN'S SINGLES·
Pontus Hiort: 1·1 (Right 1-A)
Brad Hawthorne: 1·2 (Flight 2·A)
Chris Hayden: 1-2 (Flight 2-B)
Eric Gressman: 1·2 (Right 3-A)
Shane McMillan: 1-1 (Right 3-A)
Ben Muckelroy: 0·3 (Right 5)

DOUBLESHiort/Hayden: 1·2
(Flight 1·B)
McMillar\"Gressman:
1-1 (Flight 2)
Hawthorne/Muckleroy:
1·2 (Flight 3)

Martha Zimme r and Jason McKinney have been
named as the Racers of the Week.
Zimmer. a sophomore from Atlanta, captured the number two singles consolation title at the Memphis Women's
Tennis Invitational Friday through Sunday in Memphis,
Tenn. The only two matches Zimmer lost were to the
eventual number two singles champion, Wanda deVilliers
of Arkansas State, and with freshman teammate Brooke
Berryman in the number two doubles finals.
McKinney, a sophomore from Georgetown, Ill., became
the first Murray State cross country runner since William
Jordan in 1983 to win the Ohio Valley Conference
Championships. McKinney won the eight-kilometer jog
Friday at Cape Girardeau, Mo. in a time of 25: 55, and also
garnered the OVC Runner of the Year award after leading
the Racers in every meet of the season.

Sports Calendar
FRIDAY
Volleyball· MSU vs. Middle Tennessee State at 7 p.m. in Murfreesboro
Men's Tennis- Region Ill Qualifier in Nashville
Women's Tennis- Rolex Intercollegiate in Lexington
Men's Tennis-Kentucky Invitational in Lexington

The Murray State men's basketball team will host
a "Fan Appreciation Day" celebration Saturday from I I:00
a.m. to noon at Racer Arena. Festivities will include a threepoint shootout and a slam-dunk contest, as well as an autograph-signing ·session following the program.
The Racers, defending OVC Tournament champions, will
open their season with the Blue-Gold Scrimmage at 7 p.m.
Tuesday at Racer Arena, followed by home exhibition games
against Athletes In Action, for whom head coach Mark
Gottfried once played for, Nov. 17 and the Croatian
Nationals Nov. 21. The Vikings of Berry College will be the
Racers' first regular season opponent Nov. 25.

SATURDAY
Volleyball· MSU vs. Tennessee Tech at 1 p.m. In Cookeville
Football- Eastern KentuckY vs. MSU at 1:30 p.m. at Stewart Stadium
Men's Tennis- Region Ill Qualifier in Nashville
Women's Tennis- Rolex Intercollegiate in Lexington

SUNDAY
Men's Tennis· Region Ill Oualifer in Nashville

TUESDAY
Volleyball· MSU vs. SEMO at 7 p.m. in Cape Girardeau
THURSDAY

Volleyball· Tennessee State vs. MSU at 7 p.m. in Racer Arena

(competed only 10 alr nile category)

I

Chad E. Holder/Graphics Editor
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"Consignment at the Finest"

YOU CAN MAKE A D1FFERENCE
IN TI-JE LIVES OF PEOPLE IN OUR COMMUNITY

EastMatn
Cadiz, KY 42211
(502) 522 - 7875

117 s. 4th
' 753- 4087

NmY,.WHILE EARNING 3 HOURS OF. COLLEGE CREDIT

YAA 290 (Current Trends and Issues in Community Service
lrP.p-ams) is an elective that provides.,y,ou the opportunity to
do something about important issues through community service.
You may volunteer at a number of locations in Murray and Calloway
County, including:

Hope you
have a good
weekend!

YMCA
Senior Citizens Center
Southwest Elementary School

Special Olympics
Senior Olympics
.... many others

Register for YAA 290 this semester and earn 3 hours of college
credit while helping people in our community.
YAA 290 Current Trends and Issues 9:30- 10:45 T & TH
in Community Service Programs
A MINOR IN YOUTH AGENCY ADMINISTRATION MAY ALSO BE
CONSIDERED.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACf:

From MSU Food
Services

ROGER WElS, 108 CARR HEALTH BUILDING, 762- 3808

Special AH scJwlarships and loa11s art ava1lable.

Low in calories and great in taste!
Choose any of Arby's delicious Light
Sandwiches - Roast Beef Deluxe, Roast
Chicken Deluxe, or Roast Turkey Deluxe.
Plus, add a Side Salad with low-calorie
dressing and a 20 oz. Diet Drink. All for
under 350 calories and for only $3.50.

DIFFERENT ;...

G OOD

-----Any Light
011183 Alby'l Inc.

I

Arby's
507 N. 12th St.

: Sandwich, a Side
: Salad and 20 oz.
I Diet Drink.
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SPORTS

Zimmer leads Lady Racers

MSU athletes show
Gressman, Hiort pace m en in Downing Fall Invitational spirit for other sports
BY BRIAN SMITH

ASSISTANT SPOitTS EDITOR

The Murray State women's
tennis team had a productive
showing
F riday
through
Sunday at t he Memphis
Invitational in Memphis, Tenn.
Sophomore Martha Zimmer
won the flight two singles consolation title and teamed up
with
freshman
Brooke
Berryman to reach the finals of
the flight two doubles.
"I felt I had a good tournament, but I started out slow,"
Zimmer said. "After I warmed
up, I was basically consistent in
my play and kept my opponents
out of their rhythm."
Head coach Connie Keasling
was very pleased with her
team's performance and how
the season has went overall.

"I was really happy with the
consistency that our team
played with because of the
teams that participated in this
invitational," Keasling said.
"Our season has been a growing and maturing process, and I
think that we have the basics
down. Now I think that we
have to look forward to Ohio
Valley Conference play."

Men's Tennis
The Murray State men's tennis team was nlso in action
Friday through Sunday at the
W.H.H.
Downing
Fall
Invitational in Lexington.
Junior Eric Gressman earned
a fourth place finish in the
flight three bracket and senior
Pontus Hiort also placed fourth
in the flight one bracket.

"I think that we had a good
season overall and everyone
stepped up at one time or
another," Zimmer said. "We
showed what we are made of as
a team and we are looking to
make a good showing in the
OVC in the spring."

In doubles play, the tandem
of Gressman and junior Shane
McMillan came in fourth in the
flight two bracket, finishing up
an impressive fall season for
the duo.
"I played really well in my
first match because I served
and returned well, but in my
second match, I didn't win the
big break points that I should

The Lady Racers wind up
their season at the Rolex
Intercollegiate Friday and
Saturday in Lexington.

have," Gressman said. "Shane
has been a great partner all
year and we seem to complement each other, so well that it
makes playing with him easy."

"I recently had stitches taken
out of my hand, so I wasn't as
prepared for this tournament I
would have like to have been,"
McMillan said. "Playing with
Eric is very easy and it makes
it to where I can concentrate on
other things because I know
that he's got my back."
For most of the Racers the
season is now over, but Hiort
and senior Brad Hawthorne
will represent Murray State at
the Rolcx/ITA Region Three
qualifier today at Vanderbilt in
Nashville, Tenn.

BY MIK£ OHSTROM
Sro«rs Eonoa

'In its third year of existence, the Student-Athlete Council
has already made an impact on the MWTay State athletic
department and the University, most recently with the
increasing number and visibility of MSU teams supporting
one another.
Athletic director Mike Strickland saw the need for such a
program, and is proud of its accomplishments in creating a
sense of unity between the 16 athletic programs at MSU.
"We've seen a lot of athletes who have learned about the
other teams, and that improves the morale of everyone
involved," Strickland said. "It is a student-oriented thing, and
it's the best thing we've ever done."
',I'he idea of the different Racer teams sponsoring each other
was born when SAC chairperson Amanda Stone, a junior from
Wyoming, Mich. and captain of the rifle team, shot a 100 on a
target in practice and gave it to the football team. Stone likes
the idea behind the SAC, as it addresses issues that involve all
student-athletes.
"The council handles everything concerning athletes ," she
said. "We're on different teams but we're together, and it's
important to have other peop1c support you and we all understand that/'

CLASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS

PERSONALS

Memphis or Bustl Alpha Sig
formal will be the best!

Flabby Turnip - Please keep
your shirt down and just say no
to crack.

Buy your concert tickets In the
SGA office for Tracy Lawrence.
David Ball, and Rick Trevino.
$20 Reserved Seats - $15
General Adm. Concert Is Nov.
12,7:30 p.m. Racer Arena
AUDITIONS - Campus Ughts
production of Guys and DollsNov. 8, 9, 14, 15 In Farrell
Recltall Hall - 2nd Floor Ane
Arts Center from 5-7 p.m.
Please have a song of your
choice prepared. No previous
experience required. For more
Info call 762-2825. Performances will be held early next
semester.
Move over Neptune, OPUS Is
King. Come serfs, Kiss his
Belly!

lfmyloveforCorgan, the dream,
and the collie were notso great,
J would cast them away, in
hopes to also cast away your
worthless memory.
JAM I like tt on top!

Hey people, 2 bucks ain'tgonna
cover It anymore!
What's a OAT?
Congratulations to the Alpha
Gam pledges on passing their
tests! Good luck next week with
Initiation week! love, your
pledge mom!
Jessl. are you joining Menudo's
Angels or Hermie's Hutoes?
JAM why TGIF on your shoes

Cooking tip: If you heat your
JAM up, Irs easier to spread.
Cherry Tart

?Mandy: how many yellow jelly
beans does It take?

Go Alpha Slg intramuralsl You
guys are doing great Keep tt
upl Love, Your sisters

TothebrothersofArP-Wehao
a great time on Halloween! We
love you guys! Love, the sisters
of Alpha Sigma Alpha

For a short gal you lay It on
thick.

Pencil
Pen

BBQMM~T;s
Roommewane
tir.,luiibath, large Kitchen, close to
campus. $135/mo +112 7531554 for Interview

or

FOB SALE
Spring Break Early Specials!
Bahamas Party Cruise 7 Days
$279! 15 Meals & 6 Parties!
Cancun & Jamaica From $399!
Panama City Room With
Kitchen $119! Key West! Daytonal Cocoa Beach! Pnces
Increase 11/21 & 12115! Hurry!
1-800-678-6386
Couch and chair- $50 ·Mountain Bikes, Schwinn and Trek$215ea. Make an offer! 759·
9061

NOTICE
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over
$6Billionlnprtvatesectorgrants
& SCholarshlps'1s now avallable. All $1udents are eligible
regardless of grades, income.
or parent's Income .let us helP.
Call Student Financial Services:
1-800-263-6495 ext. F55381
Foreign Students- DV·1 Greencard Progr available. 20231
Stagg, Canoga Park CA. 91306
TEL 1-800·660·7167

NOTICE

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

You {191 It! We want It! The logo
tor N.E.T.O. Tum it in & win
$50. We are a non-traditional
Student Club. Turn In or mall In
to the Comfort Zone. Ordway
Hall. More info Call762-4486

Food product demoostrators
needed for area grocery
stores. Must be available
Friday and Saturday. Call
The Demo Company. 1-800466-6284

International Thanksgiving
Dinner, Baptist Student Cen·
ter, Nov. 10 at 6 p.m. All Internationals Invited

HELP WANTED- creatiVeenterprising students or
campus organizations to
distribute flyers for adventure
travel and spring break
programs. FREE TRIPSGreat Commission and
Experience - BEACH OR
ADVENTURE ECO·TREKS
In Bellze·Cancun-JamaicaHawaii. Call Kirk- Student
Adventure Travel1-800-3267513.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW
HIRING- Earn up to $2,000+/
month working on Cruise
Ships or land-Tour companies. World travel. Seasonal
& full-time employment
available. No Experience
necessary. For more
information cal11-206-6340468 ext C55381

HELP WANTED
Earn $2500 & Free Spring
Break Trips! SellS Trips &
Go Freet Best Trips & Prices!
Canoun, Jamaica, Florida!
Spring Break T rave II 1-800678-6386
Kitchen Help and Waitress
positions now available.
Apply in person at The Big
P,Pple Cafe, 641 South,
Puryear.
--------....;;.·
Wanted; reliable part-time
restaurant kitchen help,
hostess. salad girl and bus
girl. Entry-level, no experi·
ence necessary. Evenings &
weekends. Ideal for students
needing some extra money.
Brass lantern Restaurant in
Aurora. can (502) 474-2773

Wantedll! Individuals,
Student Organizations and
Small Groups to Promote
SPRING BREAK '96. Earn
MONEY and FREE TRIPS.
CALL THE NATION'S
LEADER, INTER-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS. http://
www.lcpt.com

DESPERATELY SEEKING
SANTA· LBL's Golden Pond
Planetarium needs Santa
Impersonator for Christmas
Show, first three weeks In
December. $5 an hour.
Hours vary. Moderate
physical activity required.
Call1-800-455-5897
OPPORTUNITY AVAILABLE: Be your own Boss.
Excellent part·timellull-time
job with a Public- Utility
Corporation. Meetings are
Monday nights at 7:30 p.m.
or call Krlsti at 753·2329 for
more Information.

ADVERTISE I~
THE MURRAY
STATE NEWS

Go RACERS
BEAT THE
EASTERN
KENTUCKY
COLONELS!

~ountaiq,

R

2 lVIcChicken

Since 1871

5

2 Bacon Egg & Cheese
Sandwiches
$

'Yallej.
~tei

w elcomes parents
t o Murray State

2

4 p.m.

Sandwiches

Novemb e r 1 4
0 hi 0 Room
Cur r i s Center

p ainting &· d ra wing
materials
mat board
c anvas · paper
brushes
palettes - portfolio s

Avallable on campus
7 5 3 -0819

MSU 10°/o discount
on supplies
exhibiting local artists
Special onkrt a vailable.

753-7201
Court Square at 4th & Maple
Mon.. Wed., & Fri. 10 o.m. • 5 p .m .
Tues. & Thurs. 11:30 o.m. - 6 p.m.
Sat. 10 o.m. - 2 p.m.

special savings

"Fair 'G ame"
(U)

Bring in this coupon and receiveJ

Treas LuDlber
A full line of Paint, Lumber, and Con crete Blocks
for Those Custom Shelf Units

10% OFF for MSU' l'ACULTY ~ STUDENTS

• Excluded: Sale
and

Ite>~s, Cash and
S~ecial Orders

Carry,

20% Off!
Valid Nov. 3 - 5
Offer not valid with other
discounts, coupons, or
mailers.

"Copycat"
CR)

1:.1 0 p.m.
"Vampire In Hrooldyn" 3:40p.m.
IRI

7:15p.m.

9:25

"3 Wishes"
(PGI

Bel · Air Shopping

Store Hours:

Center

Monday·Frlday 7:30 a.m. • 6 p.m.
Satur.da.y 8 a.m. · 4 p.m.

759 ·1390

Due to manufacturers
restrJctions, select brands
may be excluded from thls
offer.

•BARGAIN MAnNRE'S
Saturday &. SuDday

•MSU llo1GIITSJ
Tue..tay • WedAOiday

MAURICES
~ ~ ~ ?tUSfr

&C-

L------------.J

J
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Continued from Page 1

Andy Lee/Staff

These four students - (from left) Kristina Sturm from Grayville, JJJ., Bobby Bellew from
Detroit, Aimee Berliner from Chicago and Amy Futch of Louisville - took top honors at
Tuesday night's Freaker's Ball in the Curris Center.

Welcome parents!

.Rep. Bailey to
speak to Greeks
STAFf REPORT

Indiana State Representative
Bill Bailey will
be the keynote
speaker at the
All-Greek
Assembly and
Order
of
Omega recognition
Wednesday,
Nov. 8.
BAILEY
Bailey, a 1970 graduate of

920 S. 12th St. Be ·Air Center 753-8926

Tanning Salon & Storage Rental
Check out our monthly specials. Stop by or
call for more information.
10°/o Discount for MSU students
Salon 753-3333

812 Whitnell

Dowm ttowm

Health Line

.M.ur

762•3809
~--

dVeon !Beach

Vi§itt

for further information dial

This service is funded by the
Purchase District Health Dept.

:!!

Storage 753-3853

1 .-----------~--~~-..
Downtown Business

Special Orders ·Trade ins Welcome

MSU Health Services offers
free confidential pregnancy
and STD testing

Monday - Friday 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Bailey is scheduled to speak
on the topic, "A Fellowship of
Kindred Minds."

~

15% Off all used merchandise
( expires I 1-17 )

State News

He became 66th District
state representative in 1990
after serving for eight years as
mayor of Seymour, lnd., a community of 17,000 in southern
Indiana.

~

New and Used: Cassettes - C » : , J I

I

Murray State University, was a
founder and member of the
Alpha pledge class of Sigma Pi
fraternity here.

(Advertise in The Murray State News "1

~

Terrapin Station

· Have a great weekend!
From The Murray

against the Golden Eagles.
"Eastern Kentucky is a good
club that has been coached
very well for years," he added.
"We've just been taking each
week at a time. We know we
have a challenge, and we
expect great things, but
they're a good ballclub, too."
Newcomer Derrick Cullors, a
senior tailback from
Richardson, Texas, also recognizes the importance of this
game, but knows that his
teammates must keep things
in perspective in order to succeed.
"We look at Eastern
Kentucky as another team,"
said the Walter Payton Award
candidate who is 120 yards
away from breaking the
Racers' season rushing record
of 1,403 yards, set by Don
Clayton in 1973. "We've got to
do what we've been doing, and
we feel confident about that."

Association Members invite
you to shop with them
during parents weekend,
Nov 3 and 4
Great bargains around
the Square
Special coupon discounts
and sales
free treats available at the
Downtown Business
Association Seasonal House
•Most businesses will be
open until 8:00 p.m. Friday
night and regular business
hours on Saturday.

;DBA. Sa,ys ·

gOOD lUeiC RlleERS!!!

Go Racers!

~tutn~tas
Bwy. 841 North • 753-4141

Supports the Racers!!

~~n~~
~

Peppermi11's

The Tailgate Party •

gourmet (?5 gift shoppe
Gourmet coffee • Fresh cheeses
Kitchenware * Dinnernare
Culinary accessories
Unique traditional gifts
Gourmet gift baskets * Bridal registry

11 a.m. - 1 p.m.
North Corner
Stewart Stadium Parking Lot

Murray State vs. Eastern

"Peppermill's ..... always in good taste."
928 S. 12th St., Murray 753-5679
126 Market House Square, Paducah 442-0410

Welcome

Opening November 3 !

parents to MSU.
kitchen & home

Stop 6y

Classic home accents: Pottery. porcelain. prints & paintings
Luxurious bed & bath linens - Soaps & Toiletries
Gourmet kitchenware - Dining & entertaining accessories
Gourmet coffee & tea, imported foods. fresh cheeses

Gourmet Gift Baskets - Bridal Registry

406 S . 12th St.

Visit our

Tearoom for a sip of refreshment while you shop!

Espresso, cappuccino, coffees & fresh brewed tea, "Treats & Sweets"

20% off

Quality merchandise, reasonably priced

Storewide

Convenient location, easy access, ample parking & a fri<:ndly, helpful staff

This weekend only.

I

Monday - Friday
10 a.m.- 6 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

408 S. 12th St.
Murray
753- 0545

